
collaborative media communication service for local 
government information processing 

Features

• Complete media workflow and management solution
• Affordable SAAS-based subscription (monthly or annually)
• A resident/contractor uploads images/videos to supplement his application for a 

permit
• Local government departments review the images/videos uploaded by a resident/

contractor to determine whether to grant a permit
• Local government departments can upload sample images/videos in Cloud Channel 

for residents/contractors to use as guides for taking pictures of the properties when 
applying for certain permits

• Share videos/images between different government departments and their respective 
audiences

CLOUD CHANNEL
live_tv

Cloud Channel is a media collaboration and communication service that provides 
a private forum for a local government to improve the teamwork and collaboration 
between different departments, contractors, and residents. The elevated level of 
collaboration and communication from Cloud Channel will facilitate the processing 
and reviewing of city permits. Residents/Contractors can upload the required images/
videos to accompany their applications when applying for building permits as well as 
create a private interaction between a government department and a resident/contractor 
regarding the applications for permits. Cloud Channel also meets the media-centric 
collaboration and communication demands of the different government departments 
with its ability to share media among the various departments and their respective 
audiences.  
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Government Department

Watch and review the supplemental images/videos 
uploaded by a resident/contractor that accompanies 
his applications for a city permit to determine whether 
he meets the city standards and help decide whether 
the permit will be granted. The department handling 
the processing of the permit can share the media with 
other departments if a resident/contractor applies 
for multiple permits that requires the approval of 
different departments. A department can also upload 
instructional guides for residents/contractors to follow 
on how to take proper pictures or videos when applying 
for certain city permits that require visual inspections 
as well as interact with residents/contractors in the 
comment section of Cloud Channel.

Resident/Contractor

Uploads videos/images in Cloud Channel to supplement 
their applications to the city for building permits or any 
other permits. A resident/contractor can communicate 
with the specifc deparment that is handling the 
processing of his permit in the comments; creating 
a temporary, private interaction with the government 
department.


